The Power of Algae Nutrition

By Catharine Arnston

You may not know much about algae, but you should, because it may be your last shot at being properly nourished. Our world is toxic, our oceans are polluted, our soil is lifeless, our children are nutrient-deprived, our bodies are fueled by sugar, and chronic disease continues to escalate.

If we’re going to survive, we need something different. Algae could be the solution.

We Are What We Eat

The field of epigenetics has proven that our health and DNA are directly impacted by what we eat. Our food literally speaks to our cells, but over the past 50 years our food has been stripped of its nutrients, leaving "no conversations" – just empty calories, sugar and carbs. This has triggered an epidemic of cellular inflammation, mitochondria damage, leaky gut, liver toxicity and chronic illness.

We are at a crossroads. If our bodies don’t start getting the nutrients they need to reverse or prevent further damage, our health crisis will only escalate.

Understanding the Power of Algae

Like many healing foods found in other parts of the world, America is very late in understanding algae. Algae was the first life on Earth 4 billion years ago and is a multi-billion dollar agricultural crop in Asia, where it has been used for 50-plus years. In Japan, they don’t take daily supplements, they take chlorella. The Japanese are well-known for their longevity, beautiful skin and low cancer rates. Could it be the algae?

It is important to understand that algae is food, not a supplement. Algae is grown in fresh water like kale or broccoli, except algae is far more nutrient dense. Even NASA says "algae has 1,000 times more nutrients than any other fruit or vegetable" and the United Nations says "spirulina algae is the answer to world hunger."

With endorsements like this, no wonder the buzz about algae is growing and explains why Congress recently passed the first "Algae Agricultural Act" as part of the 2019 Farm Bill to encourage American farmers to grow algae here. It also explains why practitioners nationwide have been rapidly embracing
As a functional food, algae is safer, more bioavailable and more natural than vitamins. Algae is also part of the exploding interest in plant-based nutrition and vegan diets. Twenty-five percent of American millennials are now vegan. If you don’t have enough vegan options, algae could be your solution.

A Wealth of Scientific Support

Algae is also the most scientifically studied food in the world. There are almost 100,000 evidence-based studies documenting its long list of therapeutic, sports and nutrition benefits. But until recently, these benefits haven’t found their way out of the scientific community and into the consumer or practitioner communities.

Algae is a nutrient-dense, high-protein, plant-based, sustainable, keto, vegan food that quickly satisfies hunger, helps with intermittent fasting or weight loss, provides virtually all macro- and micronutrients, improves energy and focus, removes toxins, boosts athletic performance, speeds recovery from sports or surgery, improves heart, brain and bone health, and helps improve overall longevity and wellness.

All this and more from just one ingredient, 40 vitamins / minerals and over 60 percent protein. No wonder it’s called "efficient nutrition." In fact, algae contains such dense nutrition and its nutrient profile is virtually identical to mother’s breast milk, that you could probably live on it forever.

There are two main types of algae you need to know about – *spirulina* and *chlorella* – and they are vastly different.

**Spirulina**

*Spirulina* is a *blue-green* algae regarded as one the most nutrient-dense functional foods of the 21st century.1 Spirulina has the highest concentration of protein in the world,2 and its 40 vitamins, minerals, antioxidants and nutrients3 work synergistically to elevate energy, improve mental focus4 enhance skin and hair health,5 improve athletic performance,6 boost vitality, reduce inflammation7 and support optimal health.

With our food supply and environment so toxic and our health suffering, instead of asking yourself why you should be taking spirulina algae every day, maybe you should be asking yourself, *Why aren’t I?*
Chlorella

Chlorella is a green algae recognized worldwide for its wellness and medicinal properties\(^{10}\) and its ability to remove heavy metals\(^{11}\) such as mercury and lead. Chlorella algae has the highest concentration of chlorophyll in the world. Chlorophyll is essential for cellular health, cleansing your body and helping to reduce or prevent chronic disease\(^{12}\) including lung disease.\(^ {13}\)

Chlorella’s high amounts of bioavailable iron, RNA / DNA, chlorella growth factor, and 40 other vitamins and minerals boost your immune system, speed cellular renewal, support mitochondria function, reduce aging,\(^ {14}\) accelerate recovery\(^ {15}\) from athletic activity and improve eye health.\(^ {16}\) Chlorella even detects alcohol as a toxin, so it removes it within a few hours after drinking and helps prevent hangovers.

Chlorella is also a natural vitamin K\(_2\),\(^ {24}\) which supports heart,\(^ {17}\) bone\(^ {18}\) and skin health.\(^ {19}\) Recent research has found that heart disease is partly due to calcification of blood vessels. Only vitamin K\(_2\) can move calcium out of your soft tissue like skin and blood vessels and move it into your bones, so it also prevents osteoporosis. Chlorella algae contains your daily requirement of vitamin K\(_2\). Take chlorella every night or after a workout to help your body with cleansing, detox, cellular renewal, longevity and healing.

Your Wellness & Nutrition Solution

Algae is a wellness and nutrition solution that is long overdue. Now might be a good time to start using it. (Keep in mind that not all algae is high quality, so you want to be sure you purchase yours from a highly reputable company). It took 4 billion years for algae to be noticed, but its benefits are immediate and last a lifetime.
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